Office of Admissions vs. Office of the Registrar:
Who Do I Call for What?

**Office of Admissions**
- Transfer credit articulation
- Deficient Foreign Language hold (and student took language coursework elsewhere or took proficiency test)
- High school transcript holds
- Timeline for transcript evaluations from other institutions
- Where should transfer credit transcripts be sent?
- Residency questions (for billing)
- Admission Application PIN reset or login reset

**Office of the Registrar**
- Class standing
- Ordering OSU transcripts
- Deficient Foreign Language hold (and student took language coursework at OSU)
- Re-setting GAP
- Upper-division credit deficiency holds
- Late changes of registration
- Change of grading basis
- Withdraw from the University
- FERPA
- Academic residency

Admissions main line: 541-737-4411
Registrar main line: 541-737-4331
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